AZAD MADNI RECEIVES THE INCOSE FOUNDERS AWARD

From INCOSE

Orlando, FL, May 20, 2019 — Azad Madni receives INCOSE Founders Award. The Founders Award is a highly prestigious award presented annually to one distinguished member of INCOSE who has made a major contribution to INCOSE. The award recognizes outstanding individual contributions to INCOSE, be they a single event or a lifetime of significant efforts. These contributions are of a highly significant nature and contribute positively to the advancement of INCOSE or an INCOSE Chapter. Examples of such contributions include extending INCOSE’s international growth, developing new Chapters, significantly advancing INCOSE’s professional status and making significant personal commitments to INCOSE such as long-term service in a leadership role.

###

If you would like more information about this topic, please call Carla Madni at 3107091681, or email cmadni@intelsystech.com.